ABBREVIATIONS

A. BOOK-NAMES:

HDS = History of Dharmastras, by M.M. P.V. Kane

HIPI = A History of Indian Political Ideas, by U.N. Ghoshal

MB = The Mahabharata. This will correspond to the Gita Press edn.
so far as the first six parvas are concerned, and to the Berdell edn. so far as the remaining parvas are concerned.

MS = The Mahaswetitā

MW = Sanskrit-English Dictionary of Wonder-Williams

ORD = Oxford English Dictionary

Rām. = The Rāmāyana

B. OTHER ABBREVIATIONS:

A = first half of a verse
B = second half of a verse
a, b, c, d indicate 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th foot of a verse respectively.

com. = commentary

ed = edited by

edn = edition

f = 'and the immediately following verse/page'

ff = 'and the immediately following verses/pages'

p = page

pp = pages

Trans = Translation